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The necessary drastic reduction of aviation noise will not be achieved without the intro-
duction of radically new aircraft architectures. The ENODISE project supports this effort,
with the ambition to accelerate the maturation of aircraft concepts involving Distributed
Electric Propulsion, Boundary Layer Ingestion and multi-rotor concepts.

Complex aerodynamic interactions are involved in such architectures, which affect both
the aeropropulsive efficiency and noise generation: potential and viscous interactions
between the airframe and the propulsion system, rotor-rotor interferences and acoustic
shielding. In this work a broad simulation framework is proposed for the prediction of the
aero-acoustic installation effects, ranging from semi-empirical models to scale-resolved
simulations for the prediction of the aerodynamic installation effects, and combining
acoustic analogies with numerical acoustic techniques (e.g. Finite Element Methods)
for the purely acoustic effects.

The numerical methods are applied to a small quadcopter drone to quantify propeller-
propeller and propeller-fuselage aerodynamic installation effects and the fuselage scatter-
ing effects. The methodology is validated by comparing the predicted tones with existing
acoustic measurements in the literature [1, 2]. The aerodynamic simulation indicates that
the dominant sound sources are due to the unsteady interactions of the blade with the
other propellers and supporting struts. Sound directivity results indicate that the pres-
ence of the fuselage must be accounted for, as it has a significant effect on sound radiation,
both in the acoustic near- and far-field of the drone.
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